
WATER RESEARCH REPORT

SPARKLING STARLIGHTS



Not that long ago, it was believed that our planet formed dry some 
4.6 billion years ago, with high-energy impacts creating a molten 
surface on the infant Earth. 

According to this theory, water was brought to the world's oceans 
thanks to icy comets, trans-Neptunian objects or water-rich meteoroids 
(protoplanets) from the outer reaches of the main asteroid belt colliding 
with the Earth.



Water makes up about 71% of the Earth's 
surface, while the other 29% consists of 
continents and islands.To break the 
numbers down, 96.5% of all the Earth's 
water is contained within the oceans as salt 
water, while the remaining 3.5% is 
freshwater lakes and frozen water locked 
up in glaciers and the polar ice caps. Of 
that fresh water, almost all of it takes the 
form of ice: 69% of it, to be exact. If you 
could melt all that ice, and the Earth's 
surface was perfectly smooth, the sea levels 
would rise to an altitude of 2.7 km.





1% OF 
EARTH’S 

WATER IS 
DRINKABLE



The water that is used in the production 
process of agriculture or industrial goods. 



The water foot print of a product is the 
volume of fresh water used to produce the 
product , summed over the various steps of 
the production chain



IT INVOLVES THE USE OF NATURALLY OCCURING 
MICRO ORGANISMS IN THE SURFACE WATER TO 
IMPROVE WATER QUALITY 



PRIMARY TREATMENT
Ø REMOVAL OF LARGE OBJECTS FROM INFLUENT SEWAGE
ØEX. BY PHYSICAL SEPARATION OF GRIT AND LARGE 
OBJECTS



SECONDARY TREATMENT

ØUTILIZE BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT PROCESSES
ØREMOVE DISSOLVED COLLOIDAL AND INORGANIC MATTER FROM 
WASTE WATER

ØMICRO ORGANISMS CONVERT NON-SETTLEABLE SOLIDS TO 
SETTLEABLE SOLIDS.

ØEX:BACTERIA AND PROTOZOA



TERTIARY TREATMENT

ØDESTRUCTION OF HARMFUL 
MICROORGANISMS,I.E.DISEASE CAUSING 
GERMS.







Tangled path to saving water
Ø Gleick’s water research also looks beyond California to much bigger questions. 
Since the 1990s, he has studied international water security and conflicts around the 
world.
Ø From Syria to India to Ethiopia, control of water resources and systems have driven 
or influenced disputes, and sometimes wars.
Ø In 2010, Gleick also first proposed the influential concept of “peak water”—
analogous to the specter of “peak oil”—which pointed to the limits of renewable and 
nonrenewable water source



Cauvery Calling – A complete solution to 
India's Water Crisis. Sadhguru explains 
how Cauvery Calling is a complete plan 
that addresses water crisis holistically by 
benefiting the farmers and revitalizing 
the river. ... The most important thing we 
can give to the next generation is a land 
that is rich and rivers that flow.







Ø



TOP 5 WAYS TO SAVE WATER AT HOME

ØBY USING TODAY’S TECHNOLOGIES
ØREDUCE OUTDOOR WATERING. .
ØFIX LEAKS IN ALL PLUMBING FIXTURES.
ØINSTALL WATER-EFFICIENT DEVICES...
ØSWAP OUT YOUR LAWN WITH LOW-WATER PLANTS.






